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1.    Executive Summary

1.1     The Problem with Single- Purpose Tokens
The Problem with Single - Purpose Tokens Behind every major new cryptocurrency 

stands a vision. But 100 often, that vision is based on a single purpose for the crypto-

currency, which is inherently problematic, and a single - purpose approach usually 

falls a few feet short of the goal line. One of the key culprits of the failure is that the 

newborn currency is open to the public for trades and is forced to run a sprint before 

it can even crawl. The problem snowballs into a time bomb if the need for a single 

purpose is ceased to exist and the project is no longer required. The time bomb 

explodes leaving every token holder in financial ruins in its desolated place. We need 

something better.

1.2     What is PLAYXB?
The PLAYXB is a multipurpose virtual currency envisioned to withstand the test of 

time, designed with solid economic principles and financial knowledge to outlive the 

market crash in a sector and outperform any competition, if any. The PLAYXB is not 

conjoined to a single project. If a project fades away, a newcomer emerges. This 

one-to-many relationship enables the PLAYXB to rebind a new promising project in 

an attempt to invigorate the ecosystem all over again. The rebinding process is an 

ongoing strategy not seen in competitions. For the newborn currency to survive, it 

first needs to be widely accepted. This is one reason why PLAYXB is not limited to a 

certain sector of business and industries which allows the ecosystem to expand and 

shrink as required.
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2.    The Future Projects

2.1     Voting
The PLAYXB holders can participate in deciding what the next project is going to be. 

The PLAYXB differs from the traditional fiat money in that it enables the holder to 

cast a vote. This is similar to a common voting practice found in a decentralized 

autonomous organization (DAO). In real world problems, processing thousands and 

hundreds of thousands of ballots about every trivial agenda on a decentralized 

network with a low transaction per second (TPS) rate are not viable. Instead, the big 

idea behind the voting on the PLAYXB is that it should be considered as a holistic 

matter and take place to decide on the things that will change or affect how the 

ecosystem grows.

Holding the PLAYXB in a wallet is not mandatory to voice opinions. All who have ties 

to the ecosystem can do it in one way or the others. Whether an ad hoc survey or offi-

cial voting, a public opinion will be heard. 

2.2     Lineup
PLAYXB has a strong network of people and affiliates. These are some of the planned 

add-ons to the to the platform.

NFT Contents
The platform's NFT marketplace is driven by the user's content. The user can be 

an individual or companies seeking a global audience or potential traders and 

buyers. Some of these enterprise-grade contents might include - but not be limit-

ed to - films, art, streaming, crafting, sports, and e-sports.

P2E Games
Many game types are lined up for production. There are two criteria our team of 

experts keeps eyes on in the selection process like so;

       · Easy to Play & Earn

       · User base
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2.3     Roadmap

2022. 4Q
Testnet Launch and PXB Wallet and Governance Dapp On-boarding

2023. 1Q
Listed on overseas exchanges

2023. 2Q
Defi Service

Dex, Bridge, Swap and Landing

2023. 3Q
PLAYXB (PXB) Game Platform Launch
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3. Token Breakdown

3.1     Coding Standards
A virtual currency is programmable. The coding principle of the PLAYXB is that of a 

minimalistic approach. Verbose code introduces a subtle bug that gets slipped 

through the smart contract audit. Minimalism means separation of concern, prefer-

ring concrete function over aggregated "mixins" and decoupling the business logic 

from functional tasks. When it comes to security and programming, our team com-

prises nothing.

3.2     Token Flow Diagram
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3.3     Basic Information

Token Name  PLAYXB

 PXBToken Symbol

Token Decimals

Token Type

Network

3.4     Allocations

Beneficiary Quantity %

Total Issue

Reserve for Business

Ecosystem Rewards

Team

Private Sale

Marketing

Advisor

Community Liquidity

 18

 Polygon

 Polygon Mainnet

Contract address 0x8709fc5818d6CE341f5c1C9A7d78daa2644F096C

10,000,000,000

3,500,000,000

3,500,000,000

500,000,000

1,500,000,000

400,000,000

400,000,000

200,000,000

100%

35%

35%

5%

15%

4%

4%

2%
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Legal Disclaimer

1. No Viewing in a Restricted Territory

It may not be lawful for individuals or certain categories of individuals in certain 

jurisdictions to view this document. Individuals who wish to view this document 

must first confirm they are not subject to any laws or regulations prohibiting or 

restricting them from viewing it. In particular, unless permitted by the applicable 

laws and regulations, any offering of the tokens mentioned in this document (the 

"tokens") should not be made, nor any documents should not be sent, directly or 

indirectly, in or into, countries where participating in the sale of the Tokens are 

prohibited. For the avoidance of doubt, it is not intended that any offering of the 

Tokens is being made in the People's Republic of China or the United States. SKYPlay 

shall not be responsible for individuals who access this document from territories 

whose laws or regulations prohibit such access to this document or where any part 

of the document may be illegal. Such individuals do so at their own risk.

2. Information Only

All information is provided without any warranties of any kind and PLAYXB, its 

employees, officers and/or advisors make no representations and disclaim all 

express and implied warranties and conditions of any kind and each of PLAYXB, its 

employees, officers and/or professional advisors assume no responsibility or liabili-

ty to you or any third party for the consequence of reliance on such information, 

errors or omissions in such information or any action resulting therefrom. The infor-

mation contained in this document concerning PLAYXB may contain statements that 

are deemed to be "forward-looking statements", which are prospective in nature and 

are not statements of historic facts. Some of these statements can be identified by 

forward-looking terms such as "aim", "target", "anticipate", "believe", "could", 

"estimate", "expect", "if", "intend", "may", "plan", "possible", "probable", "pro-

ject", "should", "would", "will" or other similar terms. However, these terms are not 

exhaustive. Forward-looking statements inherently contain risks and uncertainties 

as they relate to events or circumstances in the future. 
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Therefore, the information, opinions and forward-looking statements, including 

estimates and projections, in this document in respect of the anticipated roadmaps, 

development, and projected terms and performance of the relevant entities, are 

selective and subject to updating, expansion, revision, independent verification, and 

amendment. PLAYXB is not making any representation or warranty or undertaking, 

including those in relation to the truth, accuracy and completeness of any of the 

information set out in this paper. PLAYXB also expressly disclaims any obligation or 

undertaking to update or revise any forward-looking statements except to the extent 

required by law and neither PLAYXB, its employees, officers or 14 professional advi-

sors make any assurance, representation or guarantee that any event referred to in 

a forward-looking statement will actually occur. Whilst PLAYXB intends to fulfill all 

the goals set out in this document, in case of unforeseen circumstances, the goals 

may change or may not be achieved without any notice to you.

3. No Offer

This document is for information purposes only and does not constitute or form, and 

not intended to be, an offer or solicitation of an offer to buy or sell, subscribe for, 

underwrite or purchase any form of investment or securities or other financial 

instruments, nor shall it or any part of it form the basis of, or be relied upon, in any 

way in connection with any contract or investment decision relating to the same.

4. No Advice

None of the contents of this document constitutes legal, financial, tax or other 

advice. You must conduct your own due diligence and ensure you comply with all 

local laws regarding cryptocurrency, tax, securities, and other regulations in your 

jurisdiction. We encourage you to consult with the relevant professional advisors 

independently.
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5. No Agreement

This document shall not be relied on to enter into any contract or to form the basis 

of any investment decision. Any agreement(s) between PLAYXB and you are to be 

governed by a separate document for the sale of PLAYXB tokens ("Sale Document"). 

In the event of any inconsistency between this document and the Sale Document, the 

respective Sale Document shall prevail.

6. Regulatory risks

The regulatory status of cryptographic tokens, including any digital currency, digital 

assets, and blockchain applications is unclear or unsettled in many jurisdictions. The 

publication and dissemination of this document do not imply that any relevant laws, 

regulations, and rules have been complied with. No regulatory authority has exam-

ined or approved this document. Where any relevant governmental authority makes 

changes to existing laws, regulations and/or rules, or where financial institutions 

make certain commercial decisions, it may have a material adverse effect and/ or 

impair the ability of any relevant entity referred to in the document to function or 

operate as intended, or at all.

 7. Other Disclaimers

This document is private and contains information about PLAYXB, but it does not 

represent the entire content of PLAYXB. The content of this document is subject to 

change in accordance with changes in the relevant laws and regulations, business 

situation and industry outlook, as well as the judgment of the management team. 

There may be changes in political, social, economic and 40 stock or cryptocurrency 

market conditions and/or that there is no or little acceptance/adoption of the rele-

vant blockchain system and/or tokens, such that the relevant blockchain system 

and/or the tokens become no longer commercially viable. Where references have 

been made to third-party websites or sources of information, we may not have 

sought further verification as to the accuracy, completeness, or timeliness of the 

information referred to therein, and no warranties whatsoever are made as to the 

same.




